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Athletics - PARA Sportshall – Competition Rules 

 

 

 

 

Event:   PARA Sportshall Athletics – DC 1 - 12 

Year Group:    Gender:  

Yr. 3, 4, 5 & 6 Mixed  

Team Information:  

*Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition cannot be included in this 
event* 

Minimum Numbers: 8 
Maximum Squad number: 12 

Competition Information: 

Team Information 
 Teams will consist of a minimum of 8 young people, and a maximum of 12 athletes being permitted.  
 No restrictions on the split between girls and boys or the number of athletes participating from each of the four 

groups.  
N.B., These groups are as defined within England Athletics Disability Competition Guidance Document. 
 

Competition Format 
All athletes will compete in each of the events as detailed below. Those events annotated with an asterisk will be 
adapted as detailed within the accompanying notes. 
 

Event 
Powerchair User 

(Group 1) 
Manual Wheelchair User 

(Group 2) 

Ambulant Moderate 
Impairment 
(Group 3) 

Ambulant Minimal 
Impairment 
(Group 4) 

Standing Long Jump Overhead Heave provided as an alternative.   
Speed Bounce 

* * *  

Target Throw *    

Hi-Stepper * * *  

Chest Push *    

Javelin * *   
   
Competition Programme 
 All athletes will complete a rotation around the six events scheduled above.  
 These events provide the basis for the scoring of individual awards and team competition.  
 It is recommended that a short series of track events are staged providing opportunity for every athlete to contest at 

least one event as follows: 
Secondary teams will usually contest a 4 x 1 lap Relay and an Over and Under Relay. 
 

Scoring 
An individual’s Sportshall Award is based on the accumulation of an athlete’s four highest scores from the rotation of 
events. 
Team competition utilises these individual awards, with each team’s score being the summation of their leading eight 
athletes’ scores. 



 
 

 
 

Athletics - Sportshall – Competition Rules  
 
 

 

 

 

Event:   Sportshall Athletics 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr. 5&6 Boys and Girls 

Team Information: 

Number in team:  9 boys and 9 girls (minimum) 
Number in squad: 15 boys and 15 girls (maximum) 

Competition Information: 

 
 

Team Information 
 School teams should consist of a minimum of 9 girls and 9 boys, with a maximum of 15 girls and 15 boys 

being permitted.  
 Athletes may compete in a maximum of two track and two field events, drawn from the following: 

 

On the track - each require two girls & two boys 
 1 + 1 Lap Relay 
 2 + 2 Lap Relay  
 6 Lap Paarlauf 

 

…the below three events each require four girls & four boys 
 Obstacle Relay 
 Over / Under Relay  
 4 x 1 Lap Relay 

 

… and in the field - each requiring three girls & three boys 
 Chest Push 
 Soft Javelin 
 Speed Bounce 
 Standing Long Jump 
 Standing Triple Jump 
 Vertical Jump 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

Athletes will not be permitted to compete in bare feet or unsuitable footwear. 
The Sportshall handbook incorporates details of all the events, including a full explanation of each event 
together with some teaching points.  
 
Visit www.sportshall.org for further details along with event and competition rules downloads. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Athletics - Super 4s – Competition Rules 
  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Event:   Super 4s 

Year Group: Gender:  

Yr 3 & 4 combined Mixed  (equal split of boys and girls)  

Team Information:   

Number in team:  8 minimum  (4 boys and 4 girls) 
                               10 maximum (5 boys and 5 girls) 

Competition Information: 

 

Events: 

 Sprint   –   Standard 50m sprint all participants complete 

 Run   –   Standard 400m run all participants complete 

 Standing Long Jump   –   Each participant has three jumps & best is recorded 

 Bullnose Javelin   –   Each participant has three throws & best distance is recorded 

 Athletes will also take part in the 50m Shuttle relay 
Format: 

 The four events take place in a rotational sequence. 

 Each athlete is placed in a pool and competes in all events. 

 
Scoring: 

 Total Points – Once the participants have completed all four events their measurements and times are 
converted into points and awarded a grand total.  

 The top four boys and top four girls totals are added together to make a team total.  

 The winning team is that with the highest total. 
 
Entry into City Finals will be the top 3 teams from each SGO area.  

 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

 
Specimen timetables, track and field cards, declaration forms, competition manual and scoring spreadsheets 
are available from the England Athletics website (http://www.englandathletics.org/). 
  



 
 

 
 

 

  
 Basketball – Competition Rules 

 

Event:    Basketball Winter Games 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr. 5&6 
 8 players of which 3 must be girls.  
 2 girls must be on court at all times (therefore 

giving opportunity for subs if you have 3 girls) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 5 
Number in squad: 8 

Competition Information: 

 

Format 

 The format of the competition is will likely consist of 2 pools semi-finals, 3rd and 4th place decider and 
final. (Again this is dependent on the number of teams entering)  

 There will be no timeouts.  

 If teams are tied on points at the completion of the pool stage, the team with the greater difference in 
points scored than conceded will progress.  

 
Timings 

 Games will be played on a running clock over 2 half’s (duration TBC), with a 2 minute half time break 
 
Rules 

 Games will be played across court 5 v 5    

 All players in the squad must compete for 50% of the overall playing time across the competition (this 
will be self-regulated by staff) 

 A jump ball will start the games, with a change of possession for each of the following jump balls. 

 Any fouls during the act of shooting, will result in 1 free throw from the point at where the shot was 
taken.  

 Teams will be allowed to 7 team fouls per half. Any fouls after that will result in a 1 point reduction to 
their score. 

 Standard point scoring applies (1 for a free throw, 2’s for all other baskets) 

 There will be no draws. If at full time the scores are tied, the game will continue with the next basket 
winning.  

 With permission from the referee substitutions can be made during any stop in play (i.e out of bounds 
or foul) 

 Teams that are not ready to start their game on the official’s orders will give 5 points to the apposing 
team.  

 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

 

http://www.englandbasketball.co.uk/articles/article.aspx?aid=41&pid=231  

http://www.englandbasketball.co.uk/articles/article.aspx?aid=41&pid=231


 
 

 
 

 

Boccia – Competition Rules  

 

 

Event: Boccia – DC 1 - 12 
Year Group:   Gender: 

Open (Yr 3-6) 
Mixed 
(No gender limitations) 

Team Information: 

Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition cannot be included in this 
event 

Number in team: 3 
Number in Squad: 5 
 

Competition Information: 
 
Equipment 
Red and blue boccia balls 
Taped out boccia course 
Ramps 
Rules  

Boccia is an attack and defend game, with two sides competing over a set number of ends. The aim is to score 

as many points as possible by placing their set of coloured balls closest to the white ‘Jack’ ball. 

 A ball can be propelled by rolling, throwing or kicking. 

 If a player is unable to throw or kick it, they can use a ‘ramp’ (assistive device). 

 If they are unable to release the ball with their hands players can use a head pointer. 

 All players must be seated during the game. 

 An end consists of all 13 balls being propelled onto court (the Jack, 6 Red and 6 Blue). 

 Each team has 3 players on court for each match and up to 5 players in a squad. 

 Decided using a coin toss, the winning player/captain chooses to be red or blue. 

 Both sides must occupy a designated box on the court from where balls are propelled. 

 The red side always begins the first end by propelling the jack into court. 

 The player who propels the jack ball also propels their team’s first coloured ball. 

 A player from the opposite side then propels their first coloured ball. 

 The side not closest to the jack plays until they get closer, or run out of balls. 

 The end is complete when all balls from both sides have been propelled. 

 One point is awarded for every ball of the same colour, which is closest to the jack. 

 3 end Boccia (to be played at County) – Each team has the jack for one end; the captain decides who 
should propel the jack onto court. The 3rd end acts like a Tie Break, the jack goes on the cross and a 
coin should be tossed to see which team starts the end. 

Substitutions - 2 Substitutions can be made during the match 



 
 

 
 

 
Change 4 Life – Competition Rules 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Event: Change 4 Life 

Year Group:   Gender: 

Yr 3 & 4 
Yr 5 & 6 
 

Mixed 
(No gender limitations) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 14 
 

Competition Information: 

Participants will take part in a number of different activities based around fundamental movement skills but 
ensuring that each and every participant is having fun at the same time.  
 
These activities are aimed at young people that are not engaged with ‘traditional’ sport or activities or with 
any activity at all. 
 
Every participant will be rewarded with a participation certificate at the end of the day. 
 
Teachers, TA’s and all adults accompanying the group on the day will be solely responsible for the behaviour 
of their students on the day and are expected to be engaged throughout the activity. 
 

Additional Information: 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Kwik Cricket – Competition Rules 

 
 

 

 

 
 

Event:    Kwik Cricket 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr 5 – 6 
Mixed (there must be a minimum of 3 girls in the 
squad and a minimum of 2 girls in the team) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 8 
Number in squad: 10 

Competition Information: 

 

Format 

 Format will be dependent on number of teams entered. 
Timings 

 Timings will be dependent on number of teams entered.  
Equipment 

 Kwik cricket stumps and bats etc.  
Rules 
 Players bat in pairs for 2 overs 

 Each fielder must bowl with the wicket keeper rotating 

 All players bowl from the same end 

 No ‘leg before wicket’ (lbw) rule 

 Bowling can be overarm or underarm 

 2 runs for a wide or no ball but no extra ball to be bowled except in the final over of each innings 

 Teams start on 200 runs 

 Traditional cricket scoring applies except that when players are out they carry on batting but receive a 
minus 5 run penalty. 

 The side scoring the most runs wins 

 In the event of injury to a player, a substitute will be allowed to field, but not bowl.  

 Players can score runs (running between the wickets or from wide or no ball) and lose runs (being bowled, 
caught or run out). 

 The length of the wicket is I0m. 

 Outdoor boundary - 30 metre circle 
 

Additional Information: 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 
                 Para Kwik Cricket – Competition Rules 

 
 

 

 

Event:    PARA Kwik Cricket – DC 4 - 12 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr 4, 5 & 6 Mixed 

Team Information: 
Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition cannot be included in this 

event 
Number in team: 8 
Number in squad: 10 

Competition Information: 

 

Format 

 Format will be dependent on number of teams entered. 
Timings 

 Timings will be dependent on number of teams entered.  
Equipment 

 Kwik cricket stumps and bats etc.  
Rules 
 Players bat in pairs for 2 overs 

 Each fielder must bowl with the wicket keeper rotating 

 All players bowl from the same end 

 No ‘leg before wicket’ (lbw) rule 

 2 runs for a wide or no ball but no extra ball to be bowled except in the final over of each innings 

 Teams start on 200 runs 

 Traditional cricket scoring applies except that when players are out they carry on batting but receive a 
minus 5 run penalty. 

 The side scoring the most runs wins 

 In the event of injury to a player, a substitute will be allowed to field, but not bowl.  

 Players can score runs (running between the wickets or from wide or no ball) and lose runs (being 
bowled, caught or run out). 

 The length of the wicket is I0m. 

 Outdoor boundary - 30 metre circle 
 

Additional Information: 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Dance – Competition Rules 

 

Event:   Dance 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Key Stage 2 
Mixed 
No gender limitations 

Team Information: 

 Minimum of 4  

 Maximum of 15 

Competition Information: 

 

Routines 

 Routines can use any dance style. There is no limitation to the number of styles that are used within each 
routine. 

 Routines can be inspired by musicals, music videos, television or social media but it is encouraged that 
choreography is not plagiarised and must be applied and adapted into original content.  

 Routines should be between 2 ½ and 4 minutes in duration. 
Performance Space 

 Routines can be performed in any suitable space, e.g. sportshall, school hall or studio (theatre is NOT 
required).  

 The performance area space should be 10m length x 7m wide but is flexible based on local need. 

 Level 3 performances will take place at the Patrick Centre 

Routine Description  

 Teams are required to submit a short paragraph (max 150 words) detailing the inspiration and concept of 
the team’s routine which will be used by the judges to score the categories. 

Music 

 Music must be saved to MP3/4 format and be submitted to the competition organiser (SGO) well in 
advance of the event. 

 Music must be suitable for the given age range and not contain any foul or abusive language or lyrics that 
could be deemed offensive.  

Scoring 

Prizes will be awarded for Best Routine, Best Concept and awards will be given for demonstrating the School 
Games Values. 
 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

For further info on how to run the competition and score etc. please follow the below link: 

http://www.exercisemovedance.org/page/school-games-competition-toolkit 
http://www.exercisemovedance.org/page/schools 

http://www.exercisemovedance.org/page/school-games-competition-toolkit


 
 

 
 

  

Dodgeball – Competition Rule 

 

 
 
 

Event:   Dodgeball 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr 3 & 4  
Mixed 
(There must be 2 girls on court at all times) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 6 
Number in squad: 10 

Competition Information: 

Format: 
You can win a game by either eliminating all the opposing players. 
At the end of 4 minutes the whistle is blown the team who wins that game is the team with the most players 
on court.  
After each fixture, all teams will score their opposing team against the values of HONESTY, TEAMWORK, 
RESPECT (as a score of 1-5) 
 
Timings 
Each match lasts for 4 minutes with a maximum of 3 games to be played in that time. 
 
Equipment: 
Central Maxi Play Balls will be provided in the competition 
 
Rules: 
Games are played using the whole of a badminton court with a two foot centre zone marked using cones or 
tape. 
Three dodgeballs are used and positioned in the centre zone at the start of each game. 
All players start at the back of the court with their foot on the return line. 
Players can move with the ball or pass it to teammates. 
A player is out if: 
 a direct throw from an opposing team player hits them below head height. 
their throw is caught by a member of the opposing team. A ball cannot be caught after bouncing off a 
teammate or the floor – it must be caught directly. 
a direct throw hits an opposing player on the back of the head when they are not facing play or are ducking. 
To bring a player back in you can: 
Make a successful catch, this must always be the first player who was out and they must return behind the 
return line. 
A player may use a ball in their possession to block a thrown ball – they must ensure they keep full control of 
the ball they are holding. Players cannot deliberately hold the ball if they do so they will be given a warning, 
then lose possession of the ball. 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 



 
 

 
 

 
Para Football – Competition Rules 

 

Event:    5 v 5 Football  -  DG – 7-8, 10-12 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr. 3, 4, 5 & 6 combined 
Mixed  
Minimum of 2 girls playing on pitch at all times 

Team Information: 

Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition cannot be included in this 
event 

Number in team:  5 
Number in squad: 8 

Competition Information: 

 
Format 

 Teams will be split into two pools and will play a round robin format.       

 Top 2 teams in each group will contest semi-finals (1st plays 2nd in opposing group and vice versa) 

 The winners of each semi-final will contest the final 

 The runner up in each semi-final will contest a bronze medal match  

 N.B., the schedule of medal matches is subject to change on the event day depending on timings. 
 
Timing 

 Length of matches will depend number of teams entered. 
 
Rules 
•             All players and match officials are to respect the decision of the referee (decision is final) 
•             Substitutions are on a roll on roll off basis (the referee must acknowledge players coming on) 
•             All players should have appropriate gear (shin pads etc.) 
•             Corners are as per normal football rules  
•             If the ball goes out the game is restarted with a kick in 
•             GKs play as normal GKs in outdoor football e.g. if the ball is passed back to them they can play but not 
pick it up & can leave their box. 

         Players are permitted into the GK’s area. 
•             Goal keepers cannot kick the ball out of their hand (all other forms of distribution are permitted)  
•             There is no slide tackling  
•             3 points will be awarded for a win, 1 point for a draw and 0 points for a loss 
•             At the event of teams being level on points at the end of fixtures, goal difference will be used to 
separate teams, goals scored and then head to head 
 

POWERPLAY – If a team is losing by 4 goals they will be permitted to bring on an extra player. If scores then 
become level, the extra player will be taken off.  

 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Tri-Golf – Competition Rules      
 

  

 

 

 

 

Event:    Tri-Golf 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr 3 & 4 combined Mixed (5 boys and 5 girls) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 10  (5 boys and 5 girls) 

Competition Format: 

Format: 
 2 tees per game station 

 5 pupils per tee 

 2 minutes practice time and 5 minutes scoring 

 
Overview: 

 Teams of 10 rotate around 8 skill challenges with five minutes on each game. 

 
Skills stations: 

1. Bullseye 
2. Dominoes 
3. Drive for show, putt for dough 
4. Finders Keepers 
5. Grand National 
6. Tunnel Ball 
7. Zone Ball 
8. Down the Middle 

 

Additional Information: 

Additional information and the full downloadable version of the Tri-Golf festival tool kit (including 
scorecards and station layouts) can be found on:  www.golf-foundation.org 
 

http://www.golf-foundation.org/


 
 

 
 

 

 

Gymnastics – Competition Rules 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Event:    Key Step 2 Gymnastics 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr. 3 & 4 combined Mixed (no gender limits) 

Team Information: 

Number in team:  6 
 

Competition Information: 

 

Format: 
The competition will follow the Key Step 2 format and will include:- 
 

 Floor: Sequences of gymnastic skills performed on a small matted area. Routines include balancing, 
jumping, rolling and flexibility skills. Music is optional at Level 3. 

 

 Vault: Skills are performed travelling on and off a box top, at L2 & 3 vault can be taught with or without 
springboard.  

 
Rules: 
 Both floor and vault to be completed by each competitor 
 

 Pupils must not compete in more than one team on the same day 
 

 Medals will be presented to the top 3 teams (gold, silver, bronze) 
 
To identify your participation school, for the county finals, please select a developing and emerging school e.g 
a team who have never been to the County finals and who have displayed excellent Self -Belief in the local 
event. 

 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

Schools can access more information and online support documents for guidance when entering Key Step competitions, 
and also for help with delivering gymnastics during the curriculum and running after-school clubs by becoming a British 
Gymnastics Partner School. 
Please visit the British Gymnastics website:  http://www.british-
gymnastics.org/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2201&Itemid=1062  
 

http://www.british-gymnastics.org/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2201&Itemid=1062
http://www.british-gymnastics.org/site/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2201&Itemid=1062


 
 

 
 

 

 

Handball – Competition Rules 
 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Event:    Handball 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr 5 & 6 
Mixed (minimum of 3 girls in a squad and  
minimum of 2 girls on court at all times) 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 7 
Number in squad: 9 

Competition Information: 

 
Equipment: 

 One size 0 handball (or similar).  

 Two goals of adequate size.  

 These may be 5-a-side football, hockey or goals taped on a wall. 
 

Rules: 

 If an attacking player enters the opposition ‘D’, the goalkeeper wins possession of the ball. 

 If a defender enters his/her own area, the team in attack win a penalty. 

 No body contact is allowed; any contact results in a free throw against the offending player. 

 Players can only stand stationary with the ball for three seconds. 

 Players can only move while carrying the ball for three steps. 

 If a player knocks the ball out of play at the side of the court, the opposition begin play again with a free 
throw. 

 If the ball goes behind the goal, off either team, the goalkeeper gains possession of the ball.  

Additional Information: 

If size does not allow for a team of 7 to play safely and adequately then please play 5 or 6 players, HOWEVER 
at the level 3 it will be teams of 7 and no less.  



 
 

 
 

 

Hockey – Competition Rules 

Event:    Hockey - Quicksticks 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr. 5 & 6 
Mixed – minimum of 3 girls in a squad and 
minimum of 2 girls playing at any time 

Team Information: 

Number in team:  4  (does not include goalkeepers) 
Number in squad:  8 

Competition Information: 

 

Format & Rules: 
•  4 players can be on the pitch at any time. Rolling substitutions can take place at the half way of the pitch providing no 
more than 4 players per team are on the pitch at any time  
•  The entire game will be managed and supervised by the umpires. They have overall responsibility to ensure safety and 
should stop the game at once if any dangerous situations occur. They will also ensure fair play 
•  Games will be centrally timed.  
•  All matches will take place on the Astroturf pitch using Quicksticks equipment (sticks and balls to be provided) 
•  Even though the Quicksticks ball is safer you may still recommend that shin guards and mouth guards are worn both 
during the game and at practice sessions. 
•  The team scoring the most goals is the winner. If no goals are scored, or if the teams score an equal number of goals, 
the match is drawn. 
•  Points will be awarded as follows: win = 3 points, draw = 2 points, and loss = 0 point 
 
Please note: the length of games will be decided on the day dependent on the number of teams that are registered 
 
Tie Break Procedure 
•  If a winner is deemed necessary the following tie break procedure will be used: 
•  The team with the most points will be the winner 
•  If this is equal the team scoring the most goals 
•  If this is equal the team conceding the fewest goals 
•  If this is equal then sudden death penalty runs will be taken 
 
Sudden Death Penalty Runs 
•  Teams nominate 4 players each and take the runs alternately until one team scores and the other does not 
•  One attacker starts with the ball in the half way line goal and tries to score against one defender who starts in the goal 
•  The penalty run starts with the umpire’s whistle. The defender is allowed to close down the attacker. The penalty run 
is over when a goal is scored or the ball goes outside the playing area or 10 seconds have lapsed. 
 
Starting & Re-starting Matches:  
•  Quicksticks starts with one team being given a centre pass (taken from the centre of the pitch) which can be passed in 
any direction, once the umpires have blown a whistle 
•  A centre pass is also taken at the start of each period of the game, alternately by each team, and by the non-scoring 
team after a goal has been scored. The direction of play for teams is alternated at the start of each period of the game  
•  When a centre pass is taken at the start or re-start of the game, each team must be positioned in their own half of the 
pitch and the opposing players must be a minimum of 3 metres from the ball until the ball is played 
 
Scoring a Goal: 



 
 

 
 

 

 

 

•  A goal is scored when the ball has been struck or deflected off a player’s stick (either an attacker’s or a defender’s) 
from within the shooting area (circle), and it crosses completely over the goal-line between the goal-posts and under the 
crossbar. 
•  A penalty goal will be awarded if a defending player deliberately stops a ball from crossing the goal-line with their feet 
or body 
 
Free-pass: 
•   A free-pass is given when an offence occurs. 
•   For all free-passes (see below) the ball must be taken from where the offence took place. Until the free-pass is taken, 
all players from the opposing team must be 3 metres away from the ball. The free-pass taker can take the free pass to 
themselves (a self-pass). 
 
A free-pass is awarded when: 
•   The ball passes completely over a side line. The free-pass should be taken by a player of the team which did not touch 
the ball last, and it must be played along the ground in any direction (on the pitch), from the point where the ball went 
off the pitch (i.e. where it crossed the side line). 
•   The ball passes completely over the back line and was last touched by an attacker. The free-pass should be taken by 
the defending team, from a spot approximately 8 metres from the backline, in line with the centre spot. All players from 
the attacking team must be 3 metres away from the ball 
•   The ball passes completely over the back line and was last touched by a defender. The free-pass shall be taken by the 
attacking team from the corner of the pitch nearest to where the ball crossed the line (this case is similar to a corner in 
football) 
 
And where a player: 
•  Kicks*, propels, picks up, throws, or carries the ball 
(*Note: It is not necessarily an offence if the ball touches a player’s foot and the whistle should only be blown if the 
incident breaks down play or creates a disadvantage. The umpires must be the judge.) 
•    Intentionally uses any part of their body to play the ball 
•    Attempts to play at any high ball (over knee height) with the stick 
•    Uses the rounded (back) side of the stick 
•    Whilst striking the ball, causes any actual or possible danger to themselves or to other players 
•    ‘Obstructs’ by running between the ball and an opponent who is close enough to hit it, thereby unfairly preventing 
the opponent from playing the ball. Players must not use any part of their body or stick to obstruct another player 
•    Holds, charges, kicks, pushes, intentionally trips or strikes any player or umpire 
•    Interferes with another player’s stick or clothing 
•    Plays the ball dangerously or in a way which leads to dangerous play. 
•    Rough or dangerous play will not be allowed, nor will any behaviour that, in the opinion of the umpires, amounts to 
misconduct.* 
 
(*Note: The overall Match Officials shall send any player who persists in breaking this rule off the pitch for a two minute 
suspension in the sin bin. For the duration of a temporary suspension, the offending team plays with one player less). 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

http://www.playquicksticks.co.uk/how_to_play/rules_of_quicksticks.php?cat_id=47&scat_id=63 
 

You can also find Quicksticks umpiring tips download on this website to support young leaders with levels 1, 2 & 3 
competitions. 

http://www.playquicksticks.co.uk/how_to_play/rules_of_quicksticks.php?cat_id=47&scat_id=63


 
 

 
 

 

 
Para New Age Kurling – Competition Rules 

 
 

 

 

 

Event:    Para New Age Kurling  DC 1 - 12 

Year Group:   Gender: 

Open (Yr 3-6) 
Mixed 
(No gender limitations) 

Team Information: 

Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition cannot be included in this 
event 

Number in team: 2 
Number in squad: 5 

Competition Information: 

Any pupil that has represented the school in a mainstream sport competition, cannot be included 
in this event. 
 
Rules: 
 

 Each player delivers stones corresponding to their team colour, red or blue, towards the target at the 
opposite end of the court 

 Stones can be propelled using any part of the body or using a pusher, providing that the player is behind 
the delivery line on releasing the stone 

 Individuals/teams take it in turns to deliver the first stone of an end 

 The individual/team going first in the first end should be determined by a toss of a coin 

 An end is completed when all eight stones have been played 

 A team scores one point for each stone that is closer to the centre than any opposition stone 

 At the completion of four/six ends, the points scored on each end are added together. The 
individual/team with the highest total score wins 

 For league competitions, score three points for a win and one point each for a draw. Use stones 
difference to separate tied teams — e.g. if a team wins 9–4 the stones difference for that game will be +/- 
5 

 
 
 

Additional Information: 

Visit http://www.gbkurling.co.uk/index.html  or http://www.kurling.com/ for more information 

http://www.gbkurling.co.uk/index.html
http://www.kurling.com/


 
 

 
 

 
 

High 5 Netball– Competition Rules 
 

Event:    High 5 Netball 

Year Group:   Gender:  

Yr 5 & 6  
Mixed – Maximum of two boys on court at any one 
time & max of three boys in the squad. 

Team Information: 

Teams of:  5 
Squad Size:  8 

Competition Information: 

 

HIGH 5, at a glance 
             -   Five-a-side 
             -   Normal court markings 
             -   2.74m (9ft) Post & Size 4 Netball 
             -   Pass or shoot within 4 seconds 
             -   8 players in a squad 
             -   Player rotation 
             -   Teams should change ends at each interval. 
 

The Players: 
 The teams will be mixed, only two boys are allowed on the court at the same time with a maximum of 

three boys in the squad.  
 Only five members of the squad are allowed on the court at any one time.  
 Players should rotate after each half and before the start of each game. 
 The court is divided into thirds and players are allowed in the following areas: 

        -  GS & GA - their own shooting third, shooting circle and centre third but not end third. 
        -  C - all thirds but not in the shooting circles. 
        -  GD & GK - their opponents shooting third, shooting circle and centre third but not end third. 
 

 
Games will be of two halves (number of minutes to be decided dependent upon number of teams and 
number of courts available) and rotation will take place at half time and before the start of the next game.  
This ensures all members of the team have a fair chance at each position plus non-playing positions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 
 

 

                          Rounders – Competition Rules 

Event:    Rounders (Soft Ball) 

Year Group:   Gender:   

Yr 5 & 6 combined Mixed 

Team Information: 

Number in team: 9  -   minimum of 1 boy & maximum of 5 boys on the pitch at one time 
Number in squad: 15    

Competition Formats: 

Format 
Will be decided based around the number of teams entered 
 
Timings 
The number of balls played per inning will depend upon the number of teams entered 
 
Equipment 
Rounders balls 
Wooden or plastic rounders bat 
 
Rules 
 

 Teams will bat for one inning each of 20 good balls or until all batters are out. (numbers of balls may 
change dependent on no. of teams entered) 

 One team bats while the other team fields and bowls. You cannot make any substitutions part way through 
the game – unless of an injury.  

Bowler 

 The bowler bowls the ball underarm to the batter who hits the ball anywhere on the rounders pitch.  

 Good ball classed as below batters head and above their knee. 

 The bowler must not step out of the bowler box when bowling, if they do it is classed as a no ball. 
 

Batter 

 The batter can hold the bat with either one or two hands. 
 
Running around the pitch 

 The batter runs around the outside of the posts. 

 If the batter hits the ball backwards then they must wait at 1st post until the ball returns to the forward 
line. 

Out 

 Fielding team catch the ball hit by the batter before it touches the ground – please note that a batter 
cannot be caught out on a no ball 

 Fielding team touching the post the batter is heading to with the ball before the batter reaches it. 

 Dropping and leaving the bat behind when making their way around the pitch. 

 Running out the front of the batter’s box 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scoring 
1 Rounder: 
1) If the ball is hit and 4th post is reached and touched before the next ball is bowled. 
2) If ball is hit and 4th post reached on a ‘no ball’ (you can’t be caught out or stumped out at first post). 
3) For a backward hit if 4th post is reached (you stay at 1st post while the ball is the backward area). 
 
½ Rounder: 
1) 4th post is reached without hitting the ball. 
2) Ball is hit and 2nd or 3rd post is reached and touched before the next ball is bowled – but if you continue this 
run and are put out before reaching 4th post the score will be void. 
 
Penalty ½ Rounder: 
1) For an obstruction by a fielder. 
2) For 2 consecutive no balls to the same batter. 
 

Complete rules and scorecards available from www.roundersengland.co.uk 

http://www.roundersengland.co.uk/


 
 

 
 

 
 

Mega Fest Rugby– Competition 
Rules 

 

 

 

Event:    Kids First Rugby Mega Fest 

Year Group:   Gender: 

Yr 3 & 4 combined Mixed 

Team Information: 

Teams of: 10 maximum 

Competition Information: 

Overview: 
Competition at this stage of development should be about mass participation, enjoyment and improving. The 
Mega Fest format encourages you to involve as many children as possible with the focus being on the 
competitive opportunity that the different games provide, not the competitive outcomes of the games. 
Reward the children for demonstrating positive personal and social skills, good movement skills as well as 
their rugby skills. 
 
Rules: 
 
 Maximum 10 children per group 
 
 Rotate children so they experience every activity 
 
 Mega Fest is made up of stations:- 

- Rugby Rounders 
- Rob the Nest 
- Ball Touch 
- Hares and Hounds 
- Statues 
- End Ball 
- Breakout Tag 
- Any Direction Tag 

 
Following the activity stations, there will then be a participation based Tag Rugby festival to put the skills into 
action. 
 
Please refer to the attached Kids First Rugby Competition and Games Format for more information about 
Mega Fest stations. 
 

Additional Information: 

Visit www.rfu.com/schools for a more detailed breakdown of the laws. 

http://www.rfu.com/schools


 
 

 
 

 
Archery – Competition Rules 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Event:    Archery 

Year Group:   Gender: 

Yr 3 – 4  Mixed 

Team Information: 
Teams of 8  
 

Competition Information: 

 
Overview:  
Give It A Go Archery 
 
There will be some coaching given at the start of the event and all competitors will have the opportunity to 
practice their skills. 
 
Following this, each member of the team will shoot 6 arrows (to consist of an “end”). There will be 8 “ends” in 
total meaning that each member of the team will shoot 6 arrows. 
 
The winning team is determined by the team with the most points at the completion of all 8 ends. 
 
Health and safety:  

 Encourage the class to work on whistle commands to organise activity on the range: 

 One blow for starting to shoot, two for the retrieval of the arrows, three or more to stop all activity. 

 Always stand behind the waiting line if you are not shooting. 

 Ensure the arrows and beanbags are kept at a safe height by reinforcing the aim of hitting the 
specified target. 

 Only collect arrows when all teams have finished shooting. 

 Only the arrow collector can cross the shooting line. 

 All archers must wear an arm bracer when using the bow. 
 

Additional Information: 

  



 
 

 
 

 
            Mini Red Tennis – Competition Rules 

 

 
 

Event:    Mini Red Tennis 

Year Group: Gender:  

Yr 3 & 4 combined 
Yr 5 & 6 combined  

Mixed 
Boys players need to be ranked 1 & 2, girls players 
need to be ranked 3 & 4. 

Team Information:   

Teams of:  4  (made up of 2 boys & 2 girls) 
 

Competition Information: 

 

Timings: 
• Games will be 6-8 minutes long 
N.B. The length of matches will depend on the time available on the number of entries 
 
Equipment: 
 

• Mini Tennis Red uses badminton sized courts, 17” to 23” Mini Tennis rackets, Mini Tennis sponge balls if 
played indoors, or Mini Tennis red felt balls if played outdoors. For the Yr 5/6 competition, Mini Tennis 
Orange balls may be used. 
 
Rules: 
 

• The serve is decided by a ‘toss’ at the start of the match. The nominated person serves for the first point; it 
then alternates every two points 
 

• When serving, players should stand behind the baseline and the ball must not be bounced before being hit 
 

• The serve can be hit over or underarm and should be hit diagonally, landing in the diagonally opposite 
service box 
 

• Simple numbered scoring (1-0, 2-0, 2-1 etc.) to be used rather than traditional tennis scoring (15, 30, 40 
etc) 
 

• Each court should have a helper/scorer, who calls out the scores and helps out with decisions (this is a 
great opportunity to use Tennis Leaders)  
 
 

 

Additional Information: (i.e., websites or useful downloads) 

For more information on the resource and support available to schools, from the Tennis Foundation and LTA, 
please visit: www.schoolstennis.org   
To download the School Games Tennis Toolkit which contains over 40 editable resources and templates to 
help you run competitions, please visit: www.schoolstennis.org  
 

http://www.schoolstennis.org/
http://www.schoolstennis.org/


 
 

 
 

 
Appendix A: 

Below are the disability groupings for the school games events that have criteria relating to team 

numbers and classification.  

 

 

1. Powerchair User (PA) 
Power affecting disability e.g. muscular 

dystrophy/severe cerebral palsy affecting all four 
limbs. 

2. Powerchair user (CA) Co-ordination affecting disability e.g. cerebral palsy 

3. Manual wheelchair user 
Can’t compete without the use of a wheelchair but 

may be able to stand and walk with support and 
might not regularly use a wheelchair. 

4. Ambulant Moderate 
impairment 

Must use aids e.g. Kage walker or sticks, e.g. diplegic 
cerebral palsy – affects function in both legs. 

5. Ambulant minimal 
impairment 

Does not need aids to compete e.g. amputation 
below knee in single or both legs, mild cerebral 

palsy, dwarf athletes. 

6. Blind and moderately visually 
impaired 

Cannot compete unaided or without adaptions or 
guiding 

7. Minimal visual impairment Does not require a guide 

8. Deaf or hearing impairment  

9. SLD 
For those students with a statement/EHC Plan of 

SLD 

10.  MLD For those with a statement/EHC Plan of MLD 

11.  Other learning needs E.g. ASD, Dyslexia, Dyspraxia 

12.  Low level non-SEN  athletes 

Those children on CRISP with low levels of skill 
within sport below NC2 (KS2) and NC4 (KS3-5), 

pupils will not have a statement or EHC Plan but 
receive SEND support. 


